DANGEROUS GOODS SAFETY
REGULATION OF LP GAS TRANSPORT

Do you transport LP Gas...

- **Cylinders in a load quantity of less than 250 litres for personal or work purposes?**
  - **YES**
    - PERSONAL USE
    - Ensure secure restraint

- **Cylinders in the course of a transport business?**
  - **YES**
    - PRIME CONTRACTOR
    - DG transport regulations apply

- **Cylinders in a load quantity of more than 250 litres?**
  - **YES**
    - PLACARD LEVEL
    - DG transport regulations apply; class labels required on vehicle; emergency responder approved

- **In containers of capacity exceeding 500 litres or road tanker vehicles or portable tanks?**
  - **YES**
    - PLACARD AND LICENCE LEVEL
    - DG transport regulations apply; DG Driver and DG Vehicle Licences required; emergency information panels (EIP) and class labels on vehicle; emergency responder approved